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Abstract

Systemic blood pressure (BP) may oscillate for homeostatic needs (equilibrium by con-

stancy) or just as shifts in other intrinsic and extrinsic variables known as allostatic

changes. This transitory pressure often rises alerts physicians to out-of-control hyper-

tension or even hypertensive crisis. There is a very complex theory underlying these

stochastic phenomena, which physicists and mathematicians translate into a single

word: chaos. These changes happen according to a stochastic probabilistic pattern

that presumes chaotic but somewhatpredictable andnonlinearmodelingofBP-related

dynamics as amathematical approach. Based on the chaos theory, small changes at the

initial BP (baseline overtime) values could disturb the homeostasis leading to extreme

BP chaotic shifts. These almost insignificant oscillationsmay also affect other variables

and systems, leading to the misdiagnosis of hypertension, “out-of-control” BP levels,

and resistant hypertension (RHT). Thus, these unpredictable and transient increases

in BP values may be improperly diagnosed as the white coat and masked or resistant

hypertension. Indeed, the interference of the chaos in any phenotype of (true or false)

hard to control BP is not considered in clinical settings. This reviewprovides somebasic

concepts on chaos theory and BP regulation. Besides pseudoresistant hypertension

(lack of adherence, circadian variations, and others (white-coat, masked, earlymorning

effects or hypertension), chaotic changes can be responsible for out-of-control hyper-

tension.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, the definition of resistant hypertension (RHT) has been

updated, excluding the white-coat, masked hypertension, medical

inertia, and lack of adherence bias.1,2 Besides pseudo hyperten-

sion, lack of adherence, circadian variations, and conditions of

increasing blood pressure (BP) (white-coat, masked, early morn-

ing effects or hypertension), chaotic changes can be responsible

or coresponsible for out-of-control hypertension. The profes-
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sionals, when measuring BP levels, should have considered these

concepts.

Here, we presented another form of interpreting the BP levels in

uncontrolled hypertensive subjects as chaotic and partially determin-

istic. Additionally, unpredictable BP levels syndrome using concepts

derived from the field of nonlinear dynamics math (the chaos theory) is

addressed.

There has been a growing interest in the nonlinear autoregressive

integrated process derived from Newton’s second law to stochastic
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TABLE 1 Premises that characterize chaotic behavior (chaos theory)

Periodicity Final determined by onset Predictability (Polynomial) Tendency to go back to the beginning Cyclicity

No (Aperiodic) Yes Partially (Imprecise) Yes (Close to, but not exactly) Yes

self-restoring systems.3–5 A plan is stochastic self-restoring if it

sustains (nonlinear autoregressive integrated conditions): A random

force or an unpredictable disturbance that may cause a deviation from

equilibrium; A restoring force that reduces the negative (or positive)

deviation from equilibrium via its upward (downward) component;

A resistance force that prevents rapid change in response to the

perturbations.

Systemic BP may oscillate to maintain homeostatic needs and the

body constancy, or just as shifts in other intrinsic and extrinsic (allo-

static equilibrium) variables and systems. These latter changes hap-

pen according to a stochastic probabilistic pattern, which means “ran-

domly determined”3 that may be statistically analyzed but may not

be predicted precisely. This approach requires a mathematic nonlinear

dynamics regressive analysis based on the chaos theory.3,6

This critical review reproaches some crucial topics on resistant

hypertension and chaotic or complex BP system.

2 PSEUDO-RESISTANT HYPERTENSION

Despite advances in diagnosis and management strategies, uncon-

trolled hypertension remains a challenging problem and a primary

cause of death for 7.5 million people each year globally.1 Eleven years

ago, De la Sierra et al. observed the prevalence of RHT at 12.2%

of treated hypertensive patients included in the Spanish Ambulatory

Blood PressureMonitoring Registry.7 In 2011, Sim et al.8 reported the

prevalence of RHT at 12.8% of all hypertensive patients and 15.3% of

hypertensive patients receiving treatment within the Kaiser Perma-

nent SouthernCalifornia healthcare system.Theauthors reinforce that

the BP technique may overestimate the prevalence of uncontrolled

RHT by 33%. On the other hand, out-of-office BP monitoring modal-

ities (home blood pressure measurement and 24 h-ambulatory blood

pressuremeasurement) were essential tools in distinguishing between

normotension, masked hypertension, white-coat hypertension, and

sustained (including uncontrolled or drug-resistant) hypertension.9,10

Out-of-office BP is a more significant predictor of renal and cardiac

morbidity andmortality compared to in-office readings.10,11

BP oscillation should lead to (false) diagnoses such as pseudo resis-

tance, includingwhite-coat andmaskedhypertension.9–12 Thus, under-

standing somemajor concepts on “general systems,” BP regulation, and

“chaos theory” can help physicians treat these clinical conditions.

To understand the occasional increases in BP, some definitions of

“general systems” and “chaos theory” are below3,6,13–18:

Homeostasis: self-regulation processes to maintain stability while

adjusting to a dynamic equilibrium by continuous changes;

Allostatic: stateof internal andphysiological equilibriummaintained

by an organism in response to actual or perceived environmental

stressors;

Stochastic: property of a random probability distribution;

Chaos: random or unpredictable behaviors in complex systems gov-

erned by deterministic laws. Deterministic chaos suggests a paradox

connecting randomness/unpredictability and deterministic processes.

2.1 The general system theory and chaos

In 1925, Ludwig von Bertalanffy,19 not satisfied with the physical and

deterministic approaches to Biology, proposed an organismic concep-

tion (Organismic Biology) emphasizing the consideration of the organ-

ism as a group or system. The biological systems may be the cells,

organisms, or populations presenting the common characteristic of

being composed of many other systems in interaction; these mech-

anisms were nominated cum plicate (Greek: complicated) systems.20

Fundamentally, these hard-to-understand subsystems work jointly to

produce coherentbehaviors (constancyor equilibrium). This initial con-

cept led to many articles, books, and conferences on “general sys-

tem theory” in many areas of knowledge. Thus, the human organ-

ism should be a system of much smaller subsystems with common

characteristics.19 Actually, this most profound intuition concerning

real-life “cum plicate” systems historically dates back to Heraclitus

(about 540 BC) and Claude Bernard (1813–1878) with the concept of

Homeostasis. This term was perfected and coined later by Cannon20:

Homeostasis results from the response to a system perturbation and

occurs as a retro alimentation looping called feedback mechanisms,

well known nowadays as positive or negative stimuli. The concepts

above gained space in many other areas of knowledge as a new

paradigm called “general systemic thought”.19 A nonlinear or chaotic

system behavior of almost the totality of the existing systems, includ-

ing BP control, has grown since the 1960s. The complex nonlinear sys-

temsobey the chaos theory, which studies the foresight andorder of the

complex (chaotic) systems, although random.6

The antique determinism and complete predictability do not have to

space in the chaotic theory because of its nonlinear expression.6,13

Later on, chaotic systems and outcomes were included in the chaos

theory.13,14 For five decades, theoretical arguments were presented

seeking the consideration of the human body as a nonlinear dynamic

deterministic system and, therefore, dependent on the laws of

chaos.14–17 Accepting such ideas without the restrictions of the tra-

ditional, linear, perfect, and immutable determinism in all sciences

seemedcloser tohuman thought and theuniverse (Table1). Thus, a par-

tial fusion of classical determinism and entropic chaos has occurred,

but homeostasis, general systems, allostasis, milieu internet, and equi-

librium still have space in human physiology andmedicine.16,17 Finally,

the chaos and the random determinism regulation of such general

physiological mechanisms modulate biological systems (including BP)

from cell to population levels.16,18
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2.2 Blood pressure as a nonlinear variable

Nonlinear behavior is present in almost the totality of the existing

systems, including biological ones.6,15,17,21-23 In this scenario, BP is

a major complex variable, ranging between randomness linearity, and

health-disease, using the heart-rate variability, using techniques of the

chaotic domain.6,24-26

Some authors use it to calculate a deterministic critical value to the

concept of risk, superior to the habitually limited time and frequency

domains.23,26 Finally, the chaotic, discontinuous, and uncertainty of

nature, always an enigma to the researchers, has been integrated into

biological and health sciences.

Hypervolemia and autonomic nervous system imbalance are the

most relevant factors for RHT and refractory hypertension. Obe-

sity, endothelial dysfunction, hyperaldosteronism, sleep apnea, arterial

stiffness, and inflammation are also involved in this complex syndrome.

The nonlinearity of BP and its chaotic nature may not be consid-

ered during the efforts to reduce the BP in truly RHT subjects or

“false out-of-/control.” These later patients are usually normotensives

by24h-ambulatorybloodpressuremonitoring or homebloodpressure

monitoring, but the BP increase (office or night) may be concomitant

with chaotic variations.14,25 Themain premises of chaos6 are shown in

Figure 1.

2.3 Both allostatic and stochastic processes in
homeostasis

Besides the above relevant clinical bias in assessing RHT subjects,

systemic BP may also oscillate for: (i) homeostasis needs (body or

cardiovascular regulation); (ii) just shifts in other systemic variables

(extrinsic and intrinsic, allostatic). This latter possibility may happen

according to a stochastic probability pattern and includesdeterministic

and chaotic processes. A stochastically probabilistic approach is a fam-

ily of randomizing variables representing not a state but changes over

time. Instead of a single-way evolution process, there are infinite direc-

tions to follow. As opposed to continuous-time, the stochastic process

is a sequence of random variables in discrete-time cases. A possible

approach is modeling the random variables as arbitrary functions of

one or several deterministic ratios to the time parameter. Although

the random values of a stochastic process, at different times, seem

to be independent random variables, especially in biology, a complex

statistical dependence is almost ever-present. These complex concepts

and transformations are somewhat challenging comprehension but

fundamental to addressing the BP equilibrium, variables, chaotic

oscillations, and even themisdiagnosis of out-of-control (pseudo resis-

tant hypertension) levels and RHT.3,6,27,28 The sum of random small

shifts may result in an unpredictable effect known as the “butterfly

effect”.15,29 In addition, intrinsic variables in the BP regulation system

depend on other extrinsic conditions; (iii) confirming and treating true

RHT require surveys to point out an RHT prevalence between 6 and

12% of the general population of the hypertensives in comparison to

later rates reached 21%.1,27,28 Often, we undervalue the effects of

F IGURE 1 Orchestra and storm: variations of blood pressure
according to “normal” levels (normotension, controlled resistant
hypertension (RHT), white-coat effect) and hypertension (masked
RHT, true RHT) in individuals taking four or more classes of
antihypertensive drugs. Comparison between blood pressure values
obtained by the office and ambulatory blood pressuremonitoring
methods. All the interchangeable possibilities may occur in
normotensive, pseudoresistant, and true hypertensive patients. These
transient modalities of blood pressure changes illustrate the RHT as
an unstable, stochastic, and probably chaotic behavior of the variable
in this syndrome. Emergency crises can happen anytime and from any
of thesemodalities

randomized processes. In addition, intrinsic variables in the BP reg-

ulation influence other extrinsic conditions. Confirming and treating

true RHT requires surveys to point out an RHT prevalence between 6

and 12% of the general population of the hypertensives or later rates

observed around 21%.1 Finally, the BP technique overestimated the

prevalence of uncontrolled RHT in approximately 33% of the patients

emphasizing the importance of obtaining accurate BPmeasurements.1

Due to inadequate BP technique and adherence, clinical inertia over-or

underestimates RHT diagnosis.29 Thus, falsely high or “normal” BP

readings can be responsible for misdiagnosing RHT. Specialists must

pay attention to BP oscillations, always aiming for “controlled levels”

and cardiovascular equilibrium by stochastic self-restoring disease

mechanisms (allostasis). These harmful and spurious BP oscillations

may be due to some failures in the stochastic chaos process of BP

regulation and not a part of an allostatic self-restoring condition in

RHT individuals. In this sense, the crucial issue is to avoid maintaining

a patient’s lifetime with a mistaken diagnosis and prognosis based

only on the initial, punctual, or historical BP measurements. It is a

medical obligation to question the BP values periodically, caring out

correctly at the medical office, at home, and even by ambulatory

blood pressure monitoring. Finally, reviewing some pivotal contents

on general systems and deterministic nonlinear processes is critical to
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the better comprehension of outlier and unstable BP values in these

hard-to-control patients.

2.4 Blood pressure and chaos

BP is a nonlinear dependent variable (y) related to many other influ-

ences and factors that aim at cardiovascular homeostasis in a chaotic

(complex) general system.OfficeBP is the gold standard for the screen-

ing, diagnosis, and management of hypertension. However, optimal

diagnosis and successfulmanagementof hypertension cannot beexclu-

sively obtained by a handful of conventionally acquired BP readings.

BP and blood flow patterns in humans are variable, allowing energy-

efficient responses to diverse stimuli fromoutside (environmental) and

inside (individual’s daily, postural, metabolic, emotional).30 Pressure-

flow regulation is a significant component of virtually all integrated

physiologic responses and can be systemic or organ-selective.30

Usually, the most crucial factor in BP regulation is the level of

outflow of the sympathetic nervous system, which affects immedi-

ate (seconds, minutes) and long-term (weeks to months) cardiovas-

cular and BP responses.30 BP variation is the result of normal and

abnormal discharges from the central nervous system (e.g., poste-

rior hypothalamus); however, abnormalities of feedback mechanisms

(parasympathetic reflexes) lead to clinical abnormalities.31 Besides

all these participants in BP control, many other components in the

blood/plasma/serum, cellular and subcellular levels, and other extrin-

sic interferences integrate the fine-tuned adjustments to get stable

and optimal pressor values.32 However, some “small shifts and mis-

takes” may probably happen in this well-tuned equilibrium and, analo-

gously, turn a calm, silent and blue sky into an unstable, dark, and noisy

tempest.33

As stated in the chaos theory, small changes at the initial condi-

tion (BP) are decisive to determine the duration, strength, disarranges,

and damages (hypertensive disease) to the general system. Indeed, this

“storm” in theBP system is not predictable byusualmathematicalmod-

eling, probabilistic calculus, or well-established statistical methods.3-5

The key to previewing BP values over time is a nonlinear autoregres-

sive integrated process that applies Newton’s second law to stochas-

tic self-restoring systems.3,6,34 Even though these mathematical cum

plicate or cumplex equations, just the short-time course can approach

biological systems using a chaotic method. As in Meteorology, where

weather forecasts have accuracy only for the next 5–7 days, predicting

BP levels is difficult because of the high number of variables involved

in a multiple-order polynomial function. On the other hand, the overall

peculiarities in the physiopathology of RHT syndrome superpose the

BP allostatic modulation: (i) small shifts leading to erratic, dramatic,

and outlier BP patterns; (ii) apparent aperiodicity of BP occurrences

(not circadian); (iii) hard to predict the evolution andmedium-long term

clinical outcomes; (iv) diversity of BP responses (even none) to external

stimuli including therapeutics.

2.5 Consequences of blood pressure dynamics in
a chaotic system

Poincare was the first scientist to glimpse the possibility of chaos. A

deterministic system exhibits aperiodic behavior that depends sen-

sitively on the initial conditions, rendering long-term prediction.34

Human organisms work as complex (meaning, chaotic) nonlinear sys-

tems and almost all the totality of systems known in the Universe. The

nature of this characteristic does not exclude determinism, whichmakes

possible the prediction of BP values over time. However, BP measure-

ments in RHT patients depend on a constellation of intrinsic and exter-

nal interferences that impede these pressure levels’ precise evolution

forecast. Unfortunately, multiple exponents (degrees) in a polynomial

function equation to model the BP interfering factors work only as a

theoretical concept in clinical hypertension.

Analytical techniquesderived fromchaos theory canhelp character-

ize the stability and complexity of blood pressure control, which may

provide essential measures for predicting cardiovascular risk. Chaos is

located in electroencephalogram data, R-R intervals from electrocar-

diograms, and cellular level, but only a few studies deal with chaos in

sustained hypertension.35

According to these premises, as with almost all biological systems

in humans, stochastic BP is a form of maintaining the body’s home-

ostasis. For example, heart-rate amplitude depends on parasympa-

thetic and sympathetic nervous activities; when the autonomic activity

remains unchanged, heart-rate amplitude during resting reflects basal

metabolism. Thus, heart rate parameter alterations suggest that age-

related decreased heart-rate variability, ultra-reduced heart-rate vari-

ability in heart failure, and ultra-elevated heart-rate variability in ST-

segment alterations refer to age-related decreased basal metabolism,

impaired myocardial metabolism, and sympathetic nervous system

hyperactivity triggered bymyocardial ischemia, respectively.36

Finally, occasional and circumstantial BP measurements taken and

rated in pseudo and true RHT can avoid under- and overdiagnoses in

out-of-control subjects.

3 CONCLUDING REMARKS

When failing the best pharmacological treatment in patients with true

refractory hypertension and even in the hard to control hypertension,

clinicians need to understand the possibility of chaos as taking part in

BP arises.
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